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1. Abstract
We determine the potential of predictive control strategies to minimize component sizing, powertrain mass, lifetime cost and emissions of plug-in hybrid electric vehicles compared to heuristic or thermostat control strategies. We account for the design and control interactions by performing parametric studies over the vehicle design space. We create a backward-looking quasi-static physics model of a parallel PHEV. To find the upper bound of the benefits of the predictive controllers, the proposed method applies dynamic programming in an inner loop to converge to the results of a predictive energy management strategy with the perfect information about the trip. Then the design space is explored by discretization for the battery, engine, and motor sizing and corresponding lifetime cost and life cycle GHGs are computed. The same procedure is applied using a thermostat control in the inner loop as the energy management strategy and results are compared. The implications of predictive control strategies on component sizing, mass reduction and lifetime cost are discussed.
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